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Introduction:
Assessment of hemodynamic status and lines of management of the acute circulatory shock state remains a 
challenging issue in Critical Care. As the use of invasive hemodynamic monitoring declines,bedside-focused 
ultrasound has become a valuable tool in the evaluation and management of patients in shock 
Methods:
this is a prospective cross sectional study included 25 pts admitted with septic or hypovolemic shock in the 
ICU,full clinical examinations&labs,ECG,chest x-ray (CXR),CVP measurment&lung U/S (2 patterns identified A 
profile denotes normal lung tissue&lung sliding while B profile indicates subpleural interstitial 
edema).Assessment of Fluid responsiveness in pts with A profile received IV 0.9% NS till the end point(B lines) 
denoting starting of alveolar edema or stabilization of his hemodynamics.U/S findings before&after resuscitation 
were correlated with hemodynamic changes (MAP,HR&CVP),CXR&Outcome(Mortality within first 24 hours 
after admission) 
Results:
pts with A profile lung U/S pattern after resuscitation the CXR findings were free in 12 pts&congested in 2 
patients but pts with B profile lung U/S pattern after resuscitation the CXR findings were free in 2 
patients&congested in 8 patients.Analysis showed Sensitivity80%, Specificity85.7%,&Accuracy83.3% 
(p<0.001).CVP readings after resuscitation in pts with CVP ≤ 12 CmH2O pulmonary congestion was absent while 
pts with CVP > 12 CmH2O 10 patients developed lung congestion and 5 patients did not.Analysis showed 
Sensitivity100%,Specificity64.3%&Accuracy79.2% (p<0.001). Mortality rate in the 1st 24 hours , 3 patients died. 
1 died early during the fluid resuscitation and the other 2 died later after the fluid resuscitation representing 12% 
of the studied patients. 
Conclusion:
Bedside Lung U/S has a good sensitivity in detecting early signs of pulmonary congestion&can guides fluid 
therapy in shock management 
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